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Insights into Protein Stability in Cell Lysate by 19F NMR
Spectroscopy
Hannah Welte[a] and Michael Kovermann*[a]

In living organisms, protein folding and function take place in
an inhomogeneous, highly crowded environment possessing a
concentration of diverse macromolecules of up to 400 g/L. It
has been shown that the intracellular environment has a
pronounced effect on the stability, dynamics and function of
the protein under study, and has for this reason to be
considered. However, most protein studies neglect the presence
of these macromolecules. Consequently, we probe here the
overall thermodynamic stability of cold shock protein B from

Bacillus subtilis (BsCspB) in cell lysate. We found that an increase
in cell lysate concentration causes a monotonic increase in the
thermodynamic stability of BsCspB. This result strongly under-
lines the importance of considering the biological environment
when inherent protein parameters are quantitatively deter-
mined. Moreover, we demonstrate that targeted application of
19F NMR spectroscopy operates as an ideal tool for protein
studies performed in complex cellular surroundings.

Introduction

Most biophysical studies investigating the inherent structural,
dynamic and functional characteristics of proteins apply molec-
ular concentrations of less than 10 g/L[1] (so-called dilute
conditions). Under these conditions, solely intermolecular
interactions with water molecules exist while the protein of
interest is analyzed.[2] However, the intracellular environment is
largely inhomogeneous and highly crowded (Figure 1) due to
the presence of diverse macromolecules which occupy up to
40% of the volume of the cell thus reaching an intracellular
concentration of up to 400 g/L.[3] In this respect, numerous
studies have shown that such pronounced macromolecular
concentrations may have a major effect on proteins overall
stability, dynamics and the ability for interactions to other
molecules.[4] Such presence of a large macromolecular concen-
tration leads to crowding and confinement effects resulting in
hard and soft interactions among the agents used for macro-
molecular crowding (MC) and the analyzed protein.[5] Hard
interactions are based on volume exclusion by MC agents
yielding to a reduced space which is accessible for the protein
under study. Since the unfolded protein ensemble has a lager
hydrodynamic radius compared to the native state, volume
exclusion is capable to increase the overall thermodynamic
protein stability due to a shift in the equilibrium between native
and unfolding protein conformations.[6] In contrast, soft inter-

actions are based on stabilizing as well as destabilizing effects
macromolecules have on adjacent proteins.[2,7]

It has been shown that adding MC agents to the protein
solution of interest represents one way (“bottom-up approach”)
to mimic the intracellular environment in vitro.[2,4a,k,7a,8] Thus,
comparable results, for example, for the determination of the
overall thermodynamic stability of a protein present in vitro
compared to in vivo have been obtained.[9] On the other hand,
it should be noted that in vitro measurements using MC agents
may also differ from experimental results obtained in vivo[10] or
give quantitative results that precisely depend on MC agents
that were used.[11] Reasons for such observed differences in
experimental results comparing an in vitro with an in vivo setup
may potentially be based on the fact that solutions containing
MC agents are homogeneous in nature and that MC agents
possess no or modified soft interactions with the protein
compared to the in vivo scenario.[2,4e,12] However, performing
experiments directly in the cell or in a cell-like environment
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Figure 1. Cartoon representing the fluorinated variant of cold shock protein
B from Bacillus subtilis, 4-19F� Trp� BsCspB (cartoon mode, colored in gray,
PDB ID: 6SZZ[18b]) present in a highly crowded environment comprising
diverse macromolecules found in cell lysate. The main- and side-chain atoms
of 4-19F� tryptophan are highlighted in blue, except for side chain fluorine at
ring position four (colored in red).
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provides several technical challenges to reliably observing the
protein of interest in the presence of the variety of cellular
constituents or the large quantity of (diverse) MC agents, as
shown by probing protein stability,[13] diffusion[11b] or side chain
dynamics.[14] In this respect, 19F NMR spectroscopy offers one
promising approach to study proteins in such complex environ-
ments as fluorine is not naturally found in proteins.[8,15] More-
over, 19F nuclei possess a natural abundance of 100% and a
high sensitivity (83% compared to 1H) that allows NMR
spectroscopic measurements at a relatively low range of
concentrations and inherently provides a large range of
chemical shifts. This property provides an ideal prerequisite for
the detection of changes in the chemical environment of the
19F nucleus under study.[8,16] Thus, NMR spectroscopic studies of
proteins significantly larger than 25 kDa become feasible by
selective labeling schemes used for fluorine.[17] As another
advantage, it has been shown that the site-directed incorpo-
ration of fluorinated tryptophan or phenylalanine residues into
a target protein exhibits no or only mild effects on the overall
thermodynamic stability and folding kinetics of the modified
protein compared to the wild type form.[18]

In previous work we presented a robust method to
incorporate fluorinated tryptophan or phenylalanine into the
cold shock protein from Bacillus subtilis, BsCspB, which inher-
ently contains seven phenylalanine (F9, F15, F17, F27, F30, F38,
and F49) and one tryptophan residue (W8). Consequently,
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB comprises a single fluorinated site whereas
4-19F� Phe� BsCspB comprises seven fluorinated sites. We dem-
onstrated the high purity of the protein variants with high-
resolution 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopy as well as mass
spectrometry.[18a] Moreover, it could be shown by applying two
dimensional heteronuclear 1H,15N HSQC NMR spectroscopy and
X-ray crystallography that the fluorine label has no significant
impact on the three-dimensional structure of BsCspB even
when the orientation of fluorinated side chains is analyzed.[18b]

BsCspB is a relatively small protein (MW=7.3 kDa) constituting a
β-barrel fold and interacting to singly stranded DNA and RNA
molecules.[19] This protein has been extensively studied in terms
of structural, dynamical and functional features under both
dilute[20] and MC conditions[4a] using a broad range of diverse
biophysical techniques before and makes it therefore to a
perfect candidate for experimental investigations performed in
cell lysate. BsCspB has been characterized as a two-state folding
protein and possesses an overall thermodynamic stability of
about ΔG0=10 kJ/mol at T=298 K under dilute
conditions.[4a,20a,c]

Here, we use 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB and 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB as
two protein variants enabling to monitor the overall thermody-
namic stability of BsCspB in cell lysate in a cell lysate-
concentration dependent manner. The folding-to-unfolding
transition of BsCspB was chemically induced by a stepwise
increase in urea concentration and followed by one-dimen-
sional 19F NMR spectroscopy quantifying resonance signals
representing native and unfolding protein. Our experimental
results indicate that the overall thermodynamic stability of
BsCspB is substantially increased in cell lysate compared to
measurements conducted under dilute conditions. Moreover,

this increase in thermodynamic stability can be precisely
regulated by the concentration of the cell lysate applied, thus
giving indispensable insights into the biological environment in
which proteins operate.

Results and Discussion

Thermodynamic stability of fluorine labelled BsCspB in vitro

High-resolution NMR spectroscopy enables to monitor the
chemically induced folding-to-unfolding transition of a protein
in equilibrium by a stepwise increase in urea concentration to
obtain its overall thermodynamic stability, ΔG0.[21] Urea is known
to be able to directly interact with the protein under study[22]

and to potentially change the water structure finally leading to
protein denaturation.[23] First, one-dimensional proton NMR
spectra differing in urea concentration were acquired for both
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB under dilute (in vitro)
conditions (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The
subsequent acquisition of one-dimensional fluorine NMR spec-
tra of the same samples (Figure S2A, B) allows a direct
comparison of the thermodynamic stability of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB
and 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB based on either 1H or 19F NMR spectra
(Figure 2). Of note, the course of the folding-to-unfolding
transitions obtained for both protein variants using 1H or 19F
resonance signals are comparable (Figure 2A, B). Specifically,
ΔG0 was determined for 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and
4-19F� Phe� BsCspB to ΔG0=7.2�0.2 and 8.5�0.2 kJ/mol (1H
dimension) and to ΔG0=7.7�0.2 and 8.7�0.2 kJ/mol (19F
dimension), respectively. These numbers are in good accord-
ance to ΔG0 values determined for fluorinated variants of
BsCspB by fluorescence spectroscopy before using also chemi-
cal denaturation.[18b]

Figure 2. Folding-to-unfolding transitions determined for A)
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and B) 19F� Phe� BsCspB induced by an increasing concen-
tration of urea under dilute conditions acquired at T=298 K. The folding-to-
unfolding transitions were monitored using both one-dimensional proton (*)
and fluorine NMR spectroscopy (&). Fitting Equation (S1) to the experimen-
tally obtained data yields to an overall thermodynamic stability of ΔG0=

(7.2�0.2) kJ/mol (proton data set) and ΔG0= (7.7�0.2) kJ/mol (fluorine data
set) characterizing 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB. The overall thermodynamic stability of
4-19F� Phe� BsCspB was determined as ΔG0= (8.5�0.2) kJ/mol (proton data
set) and ΔG0= (8.7�0.2) kJ/mol (fluorine data set). The fitting function is
shown as a continuous line. The folding cooperativity, m, was used as a
global parameter in the fitting process and was determined to be
m= � 3.3�0.1 kJ/(molM).
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Thermodynamic stability of fluorine labelled BsCspB in cell
lysate

As a next step, we have proceeded to the determination of ΔG0

values of fluorine labelled BsCspB variants present in cell lysate.
Before quantifying folding-to-unfolding transitions of BsCspB in
cell lysate, we have acquired two-dimensional 1H,15N HSQC NMR
spectra of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB both in vitro and in cell lysate. The
spectral comparison between these two experimental condi-
tions indicates that 1H and 15N chemical shifts of cross signals
comprising 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB observed in vitro are conserved in
the experiment conducted in cell lysate for almost all residues
(Figure 3A). Moreover, the course of signal intensities of cross
peaks monitored in 2D 1H,15N HSQC spectra is comparable
under both conditions (Figure 3B). These observations indicate
that the structural characteristics of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB are
largely similar when experiments performed in vitro are com-
pared with cell lysate condition. Confirming the overall
structural characteristics of BsCspB in cell lysates with known
features found in vitro brings us into a position to reliably
compare the overall thermodynamic stability of this protein
present either in vitro or in cell lysate applying 19F NMR
spectroscopy. Note that fluorine NMR spectroscopy presents
indeed a reliable method reporting on thermodynamic para-
meters of this protein as experiments monitoring protein
unfolding observed under in vitro conditions have already
indicated (Figure 2A, B). In this respect, one-dimensional 1H
NMR spectra acquired in cell lysate cannot be used to reliably
quantify thermodynamic parameters of BsCspB due to the
broadening of resonance signals and contributions of reso-
nance signals arising from cell lysate in the spectral range used
for data analysis (Figure S3A� C). Consequently, the chemically
induced folding-to-unfolding transitions of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB
and 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB were followed in cell lysate with differ-
ent concentrations of urea (Figures S4A� C and S5A, B). Analyz-
ing the folding-to-unfolding transitions illuminates a significant
increase in the thermodynamic stability of BsCspB comparing
cell lysate with in vitro conditions (Figure 4). This increase in

ΔG0 is seen for both 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB, and 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB.
Quantitatively, a cell pellet fraction of 120 g/L (holds for
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB) or 150 g/L (holds for 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB) is
capable to increase ΔG0 value by about 1 kJ/mol whereas the
general two-state folding character of BsCspB as observed
under in vitro condition is fully conserved in cell lysate (Fig-
ure 4A, B). Importantly, the experimental setup chosen here
applying chemical denaturation to probe thermodynamic
stability illustrates the applicability to a complex biological
environment as cell lysate by showing a full reversibility of the
folding-to-unfolding transition of BsCspB. But how much does
the concentration of macromolecules present in cell lysate
impacts the thermodynamic stability of BsCspB? Addressing this
question is of particular interest as several studies conducted
on different proteins have shown that an increasing concen-
tration of MC agents results in an increasing thermodynamic
stability of the protein being probed.[4a,k,5d,6a] We are now in a
position to prove or disprove – at least for the case of BsCspB –
the assumption that working with MC is indeed a reliable
approach to imitate an environment of the protein under study
which is found inside a cell. Thus chemically induced folding-to-
unfolding transitions of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and
4-19F� Phe� BsCspB were measured at various cell pellet concen-
trations probing the impact of the concentration of dissolved
macromolecules present in cell lysate on the thermodynamic
stability of BsCspB. For 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB, increasing the
amount of cell pellet in a fixed volume of lysis buffer results in a
monotonic increase of the overall thermodynamic stability
(Figure 4C). Note that the thermodynamic stability of
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB increases from ΔG0=7.7�0.2 kJ/mol (in vitro
condition) to finally ΔG0=11.2�0.2 kJ/mol when 450 g/L cell
pellet concentration is present (Figure 4C). To compare, probing
ΔG0 of wild type BsCspB in presence of 200 g/L PEG1, PEG8, or
Dex20 used as MC agents in fluorescence spectroscopic experi-
ments leads to an increase in thermodynamic stability of about
5 to 6 kJ/mol compared to dilute conditions.[4a] In the present
study, an amount of 260 g cell pellet per liter lysis buffer
generates ΔG0= (10.0�0.2) kJ/mol for 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB repre-

Figure 3. A) Two-dimensional 1H,15N HSQC NMR spectroscopy on 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB. The NMR spectra were acquired under both dilute conditions (red) and in
cell lysate containing 250 g cell pellet per liter lysis buffer (black). The assignment of backbone resonances of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB is shown by using the one
letter code for amino acids followed by the position in the primary sequence. Additional cross signals identified in cell lysate are caused by other common
compounds in the cytosol of E. coli.[24] B) Cross signals assigned in two-dimensional 1H,15N HSQC NMR spectra were also analyzed for their intensity. Signal
intensities acquired under dilute conditions are shown at the top (red); signal intensities acquired in cell lysate are shown at the bottom (black). Signal
intensities were normalized using the maximum found for C-terminal A67. 2D 1H,15N HSQC NMR spectra were acquired at T=298 K and B0=18.8 T (cell lysate)
or 14.1 T (dilute). Stars on the x-axis indicate no unambiguously assigned residues.
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senting an increase of about 2.3 kJ/mol compared to in vitro
condition (Figure 4C). Probing the impact of 450 g/L cell pellet
concentration on the thermodynamic stability of
4-19F� Phe� BsCspB leads to ΔG0= (11.3�0.2) kJ/mol compared
to ΔG0= (8.7�0.2) kJ/mol obtained for in vitro condition (Fig-
ure 4C). At this point it can therefore be concluded that an
increase in cell pellet concentration results in parallel in a
monotonic increase of the overall thermodynamic stability of
BsCspB. Additionally, we have analyzed the potential impact of
varying cell pellet concentration on the spectral features of
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB present at native or
unfolding conditions (Figure S6). As a result, the unfolded
protein ensemble of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB or 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB is
not modified when cell pellet concentration changes from
150 g/L to 450 g/L (Figure S6B, D). Qualitatively, the same
observation can be made when the native state of both
proteins is analyzed (Figure S6A, C). Solely a slight change in
line width of fluorine resonance signal arising from
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB can be monitored which presumably results
from an increase in sample viscosity comparing 150 g/L with
450 g/L cell pellet concentration (Figure S6A). Note that even a
high concentration of cell pellet does not modify the resonance
signal originating from urea in one-dimensional 1H NMR spectra
(Figure S7A). Also, the proton chemical shift observed for urea
shows a monotonic and similar increase for both dilute and cell
lysate conditions with increasing urea concentration (Fig-
ure S7B–D). The courses of the proton chemical shift of urea
which is present in 120 or 450 g/L cell lysate are identical
(Figure S7C, D).

As cell pellet concentration increases, the concentration of
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB will increase, too, and
may potentially cause differences in the overall thermodynamic
stability which has been observed. Consequently, we probed
the overall thermodynamic stability of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB at two
very different protein concentrations. Chemically induced
folding-to-unfolding transitions of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB were
monitored by applying one-dimensional 1H NMR spectroscopy

applying in vitro conditions using cBsCspB=8 and 200 μM (Fig-
ures 2A and S8). This setup covers a range of concentrations of
BsCspB which can be expected to be present in cell lysate as
used in this study (Tables S1 and S2). The overall thermody-
namic stability for cBsCspB=8 μM was determined to be ΔG0=

(7.8�0.5) kJ/mol (Figure S8), which is in total agreement with
ΔG0= (7.2�0.2) kJ/mol as determined for cBsCspB=200 μM (Fig-
ure 2A). Thus we conclude that the increase in the overall
thermodynamic stability as presented here for BsCspB in cell
lysate compared to dilute conditions is not caused by a
potential dependence on the protein concentration that was
used.

As an important note, a reliable acquisition and analysis of a
temperature-induced folding-to-unfolding transition of
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB present in cell lysate is not accessible (Fig-
ure S9). Even the unfolding process of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB
appears to occur in cell lysate at a higher temperature
compared to in vitro measurements, a quantitative assessment
of the process of protein denaturation is not accomplishable.
The temperature-induced folding-to-unfolding transition of
5-19F� Trp� BsCspB present in cell lysate is not a reversible
process which prevents a subsequent quantitative thermody-
namic analysis.

Estimation of concentration of macromolecules present in
cell lysate

Controlling the weight of the cell pellet used for resuspension
in a specific volume of lysis buffer made it possible to estimate
the concentration of macromolecules which are present in cell
lysate. Note, this numeric value indicates cell wet weight.
Recently, Glazyrina et al. have shown that 1.70 g/L cell wet
weight corresponds to 0.39 g/L cell dry weight in Escherichia
coli cells by generating the same value in optical density at a
wavelength of 600 nm.[25] Applying this relationship, the cell dry
weight of samples used was determined (Table S3). Using

Figure 4. Chemically induced folding-to-unfolding transitions of 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB under dilute conditions and in cell lysate as probed
by one-dimensional 19F NMR spectroscopy at T=298 K. The overall thermodynamic stability, ΔG0, increases for A) 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and B) 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB
with increasing mass of the cell pellet in the lysis buffer. The following experimental conditions for cell pellet concentration are shown: 0 g/L (~, ~), 120 g/L
(*), 150 g/L (○), 260 g/L (&), and 450 g/L (!, r). The straight lines represent fitting of Equation (S1) to experimental data using a global value for folding
cooperativity yielding m= � 3.3�0.1 kJ/(molM). The fitting function is shown as a continuous line. C) Results for the determination of ΔG0 with filled symbols
for 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB and open symbols for 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB. Numerical values obtained for 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB are: ΔG0=7.7�0.2 (0 g/L), 8.8�0.2 (120 g/L),
10.0�0.2 (260 g/L), and 11.2�0.2 kJ/mol (450 g/L). For 4-19F� Phe� BsCspB: ΔG0=8.7�0.2 (0 g/L), 9.6�0.2 (150 g/L), and 11.3�0.2 kJ/mol (450 g/L).
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numerical values of dry weight of samples strongly underlines
the pronounced effect of an increasing overall thermodynamic
stability of BsCspB when cell lysate instead of dilute conditions
are experimentally applied. In detail, presence of 100 g dry cell
pellet per liter lysis buffer is capable to increase ΔG0 of BsCspB
by about 3 kJ/mol. Notably, this number is in perfect agreement
with the increase in ΔG0 of BsCspB seen for the presence of
100 g/L PEG1, PEG8, or Dex20 in the test tube.[4a]

Conclusion

We have presented a reliable experimental method operating
in a biological context of cell lysate that avoids handling of
macromolecular crowding agents used for the imitation of the
cellular environment. We applied 19F NMR spectroscopy to
monitor fully reversible, folding-to-unfolding transitions of
4-19F� Phe� BsCspB and 5-19F� Trp� BsCspB at different concen-
trations of cell lysate. In this way increasing the concentration
of cell lysate causes a monotonic increase in overall thermody-
namic stability of BsCspB. Thus, we speculate that the quantity
of macromolecules encompassing a protein intracellularly
precisely controls its inherent thermodynamic features resulting
in an adaptable functionality.

Experimental Section
Experimental Details are outlined in the Supporting Information.
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